Mega

From now on, never apart
Bona Mega ONE – ONE promise, ONE partner
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Bona Mega ONE
With the launch of Bona Mega ONE, Bona continues to innovate the floor industry and redefines the
rules of wood floor finishes. With no mixing, no waiting and no primer required, Bona Mega ONE
delivers speed, simplicity and a fantastic result.

Simple and convenient
Time saving
Great build and result

From now on, never apart
Building on the DNA and success of Bona’s waterborne

Excellent fill and levelling ensures easy application and a great

finishes, Bona Mega ONE now delivers fantastic benefits for

build for outstanding durability and a smooth, even, premium

contractors and floor owners in need of durable everyday

quality finish. And with easier abrasion and fast curing,

floor protection.

you can enjoy minimal downtime, with increased jobs and
customer satisfaction.

Bona Mega ONE is your perfect partner for wood floors. With
no mixing and no primer required, Bona Mega ONE delivers
1-component convenience with 2-component performance.

Simply Superior.

Unique benefits that you can rely on
Simple and convenient
A primer and top coat in one, the innovative properties of
new Bona Mega ONE allows you to simply pour directly onto
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of clogging, to achieve the perfect finish with ease, speed and

In tests comparing Bona Mega ONE to 6 of the leading 1-component
waterborne finishes, Bona Mega ONE exceeded the industry average in
7 out of the 8 test criteria. With outstanding scuff and taber resistance, as
no other.

required, for speed, simplicity and value, it can’t be beaten.

Drying in as little as 1 hour, you can abrade without the fear

Outstanding in comparison

well as superior fill, level and mid abrasion, Bona Mega ONE performs like

the surface. With no mixing, no waste and no additional primer

Time saving

Pour out perfection
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Levelling
Drying time

Filling power

complete Bona confidence. No clogging also means that
abrasives last longer, saving time and money.

Great build and result
The exceptional build and filling power of Bona Mega ONE
offers forgiving application, optimal durability and a surface to

Taber res.
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Mid abrasion

Scratch res.

Chemical res.
Scuffmark

be proud of. Delivering great levelling and a fantastic, lasting
finish, its non-yellowing formula offers the perfect surface finish.

Industry average

Bona Mega ONE

How to instructions
Experience simplicity and speed with Bona Mega ONE. By

lacquers require a primer, followed by layers of coats, thanks

following these simple steps you can achieve a fantastic result

to its unique, innovative formula and fantastic filling power,

with full body and a great finish, in no time. While traditional

with Bona Mega ONE great floors have never been easier.

1

Sand the floor with
Bona Flexisand or Bona Belt.

5

2

Pour out and fill the tray with
Bona Mega ONE.
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3

Use a Bona Roller and apply first
layer of Bona Mega ONE.

4

After only 1 hour, mid abrade
with Bona FlexiSand.

Do more

7

Thanks to its non-yellowing formula, Bona Mega ONE is your
perfect partner for transforming wood floors.
Thanks to it‘s unique properties
there is no clogging and
abrasives last longer.

Remove sanding dust with a
Bona dusting pad or a Bona
DCS25.

Apply second and third layer of
Bona Mega ONE.

Floor is protected with
beautiful result.

Bona White and Bona Mega ONE enables you to achieve
beautiful light floors that enhance light wood species. For light

For bright, beautiful surfaces that last, Bona Mega ONE, in

grey floors inspired by interior trends, Bona Decor Paint is the

combination with Bona White or Bona Decor Paint are the

ideal companion to Bona Mega ONE.

perfect work partners.

When to
use what?
Bona Mega and Bona Mega ONE offer durability and care based on
the specific demands of different wood floor surfaces. From domestic
spaces with a focus on safety and sustainability, to commercial areas
like hotels and offices, Bona protects. Whatever the job, you can rely
on Bona Mega and Mega ONE for the perfect finish.

Bona Mega
Bona Mega is the ultimate choice for everyday protection for heavy
domestic and light commercial areas, offering superior protection
against spills, such as wine, coffee or ink.

Bona Mega ONE

High chemical resistance

For heavy domestic and light commercial areas that require

Great for rich wood

creative effects, choose Bona Mega ONE.

From domestic to commercial areas

fast application and low downtime, or for light wood surfaces or

Great on light wood
Reduced downtime
From domestic to commercial areas

City Hall, 500 m2

Broad usage with Bona Mega ONE

When recoating 500 m2 of solid wood parquet floor as part

sanded, then 3 coats of Bona Mega ONE were applied.

of the renovation of Meschede’s City Hall, Bona craftsmen

The result? The dull surface is replaced with a beautiful, rich

put Bona Mega ONE to the test. First the space was

finish that has the durability to stand up to any event.

DOMESTIC

MEDIUM

HEAVY

”Very fast
drying time!”
Craftsman, Parkett Rickert

A full range of solutions
Perfect when installing floors
Bona offers innovative products for the installation of
new floors, as well as renovation of existing floors.
Bona Titan is a high performance silane adhesive that

Bona has a complete range of solutions to meet all wood

surfaces. From domestic spaces and hotel rooms with a

floor needs. Our portfolio of finishes offer durability and

focus on safety and sustainability, to intense traffic areas

care based on the specific demands of different wood floor

such as airports and shopping malls, Bona protects.

Choosing the right lacquer for all types of wear
Protection

Regular

delivers safer, stronger and longer lasting wooden
floors with fast initial bonding. When used with Bona

Medium

Mega ONE, the result is a beautiful new floor, protected
for generations to come.

High

Domestic

Medium

Heavy

Bona Novia
Bona Mega ONE
Bona Mega

Sportive Finish

Bona Traffic
Bona Traffic HD

Passion for Wood Floors
Established in 1919, Bona is a world-leading innovator with a unique system for wooden
floor treatment. Through subsidiaries and distributors we have local presence in more than
50 different countries enabling us to be close to our customers and craftsmen.
Our long commitment and passion for wooden floors enable us to offer lasting, sustainable
results that meet all wooden floor needs for professionals and floor owners alike.

